
The story of Iva and me  

 On a cold winter morning of the year 1985 my 

parents brought me home for the first time. Finally I got to 

meet my big sister Iva. I wasn’t aware of it for so long but now I know that that moment was of 

extreme importance. Clearly, I have no memory of the crucial moment but luckily our parents 

preserved it on a photo. Today I see it as a proof of a new sisterly love being born. I can’t 

imagine my life without my sister. All the good moments in my life always connect to the 

thought of my sister.  

Iva and I never went to a kindergarten because our grandparents provided full-time 

babysitting so there was just no need for it. Staying at home all the time meant I spent my time 

mostly playing with Iva. She was my most important companion 

in all of my playing adventures. Even as a kid I attempted to 

create different circumstances to live through all my wild 

imaginations. We “visited” Egypt on our “magical” carpet and 

slept in tents in “wild gardens”, we cooked crazy food from our 

backyard, we swam in “wild rivers and deep lakes” on our visits 

to swimming-pools, we were part of the “Baywatch” team on 

our vacation at the Croatian coast, we sled on the “Mount 

Everest” near Zagreb – in my mind we did it all! Even though I 

was the younger one I acted like the boss, or at least I believed 

it. Today it is as clear as a day that Iva let me be the boss. Many 

years of our childhood passed and I never wished for a better 

friend than Iva. Sadly those moments were about to end.  

My small world collapsed as the autumn came and Iva became a first-grader. Her 

new schedule totally ruined my playing schedule. I was not happy, oh no sir, not at all. I 

remember how I would wait for her for hours just to offer her my new “soup” in a cup, 

especially made for her, just to hear the most horrible words ” I can’t now, I have to do my 

homework first.” What on Earth is homework and how could that be more important than 

playing with me?! Sooner than I noticed, everything changed. Iva got new obligations and, even 

worse, new friends. The childish egoism boosted completely and I wished everything went to 

the old state – we both had no other real friends. In a while I got used to Iva spending less time 

at home and that she has only some time for me but I still missed her a lot. I thought if I enrolled 



into first grade too I will see her more often. Mom listened to my suggestion and helped me 

make it come true. I managed to enroll school one year prior. With what I didn’t count was to 

also have less time for everything else. It wasn’t bad, I liked school most of the time but first 

obligations brought lots of changes into my life.  

The school time passed fast and left only a blurry memory to me. I just 

remember how the relationship between Iva and me changed a bit, we were still 

sisters and friends but other people were more important to us. Teenagers always 

think how they got everything figured out when it is just the opposite. Finally awkward 

adolescence passed and we found back our real friendship. We were already at the university 

as we started to travel together and enjoy each other’s company. 

To be honest, I think Iva realized then, it is quite nice to hang out 

with her little sister, especially since the little sister grew up and 

wasn’t an annoying teenager anymore. We decided for the second 

time to conquer the world together, this time the real one. There 

is nothing better than to travel around foreign countries with 

somebody that knows you to the core. We didn’t see the sunsets 

and sunrises in all the countries of the world but we managed to 

see quite a nice share. Travels and experiences connected the two 

of us even more and even now with the distance I still share this unbelievable bond with her. As 

I wake up and start a day, thoughts of my big sister always find a way. We still share everything 

and she is still the first person I will call when something happens, whether good or bad. I came 

to the beautiful conclusion: Real love cannot be broken just by the distance. I feel foolish writing 

the next sentence down like a true teenager but it is all truth and nothing but the truth:  

Iva is my BFF 

– my best friend forever!  

 

Ana 


